Summary The activation energies were calculated from oxygen consumption rates obtained from oxygen partial pressure(PO2)profiles in olfactory cortical slices of guinea pig in vitro,assuming that the Krogh coefficient varied linearly over the range of investigated temperatures
The experiment reported in the present paper is designed to determine the activation energy(Ea)of the chemical reaction for oxygen in a brain slice (ca.500 1967 (FUJII,1977; FUJII et al.,1970 were obtained during temperature changes.PO2 profiles were measured only during periods of constant temperature from areas with constant oxygen supply at the surface.The electrode was calibrated in the flowing solution above the slice,which was equilibrated with a known concentration of oxygen.The PO 2 profile was obtained only after the current signal was confirmed to be stable for at least 1min at each location in the tissue.The time response of the oxygen micro-electrode is typically less than 100msec (WHALEN et al.,1973) .A zero PO2 calibration was obtained by penetrating a thick piece of cortex in the calibration well.An additional check on zero values was obtained in the preparation during brief anoxic exposures.One disadvantage of the experimental set-up was the necessity to open the polarizing circuit in order to move the electrode into the calibrating well.However,repolarization was usually fairly rapid and the electrode stabilized within a few minutes.Electrode poisoning with prolonged use at high PO2 values was common,requiring frequent calibrations .A more detailed discussion of the oxygen micro-electrode and calibration procedures has been published (WHALEN et al.,1973) .
The tissue slice is assumed to be homogeneous and isothermal,consuming oxygen at a rate,Q.The chemical reaction is assumed to be a zero-order reaction,independent of PO2 to 0mm Hg in order to simplify the equations describing and is shown as the solid curve through the experimental Po2 profile(circles)in Fig.1A .When there is an anoxic center in the slice(Case B),the boundary conwhich is shown as the solid curve through the experimental PO2 profile(circles) in Fig.1B .The critical depth is given by and is marked by the arrow in Fig.1B The numerical values of the activation energies calculated from these experiments are based on oxygen consumption rates at different temperatures determined from PO2 profile measurements in slice of guinea pig olfactory cortex in vitro.
Oxygen molecules which diffuse into the slice from the perfusing medium around it must pass through many barriers such as the cytoplasmic membrane of neurons, oxygen-carrying systems in the cytoplasm,the membrane of mitochondria and other membranes before reaching the reaction site of oxidative phosphorylation in Table1. Linear regression analysis of transformed oxygen consumption data.
the mitochondria or other subcellular organelles.Of course,the distribution of Po2 in vivo is quite different,depending on the blood flow patterns in the microcirculation,but the minimum Po2 values in tissue will depend on the basic properties Q,D,and S and the blood Po2 values in the capillaries.More experiments are needed to clarify the temperature dependence of the oxygen consumption rate and its relationship to electrical activities in mammalian brain tissues.In particular, the time-dependent behaviour of the oxygen consumption rate in individual experiments and possible irreversible effects due to anoxic exposure should be examined in greater detail.However,this report has demonstrated that the activation energy for the chemical reaction for oxygen in brain tissue can be obtained by analyzing Po2 profiles measured with oxygen micro-electrodes using the"gas-blow and medium-flow method"at different temperatures.
